Peripheral nerve injury evokes disabilities and sensory dysfunction in a subpopulation of rats: a closer model to human chronic neuropathic pain?
Chronic pain conditions for which treatment is sought are characterized usually by complex behavioural disturbances as well as pain. We review here evidence that although chronic constriction injury (CCI) of the sciatic nerve evokes allodynia and hyperalgesia in all rats, persistent social behavioural and sleep disruption occurs only in a subpopulation of animals. The finding that the 'degree of pain', as defined by allodynia and hyperalgesia, is the same in all animals suggests that the complex behavioural disabilities are independent of the level of sensory dysfunction. An absence of correlation between disability and sensory dysfunction is characteristic also of human neuropathic pain. These findings indicate that: (i). in a subpopulation of rats sciatic injury evokes disabilities characteristic of human neuropathic pain conditions; and (ii). testing for sensory dysfunction alone cannot detect this subpopulation.